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Dear National Youth Achievement Award Council,  

Dear Singaporean Helpers and Guides, 

 

Dear Direction of the University of Applied Sciences East Switzerland,  

Dear Dean International Relations University of St. Gallen, 

 

Dear Swiss School Singapore, 

Dear Embassy Singapore, 

 

On behalf of this year's Swiss delegation we would like to thank the National Youth Achievement Award 

Council for the so kind hosting of the group of exchange students in Singapore. We highly value the close 

relationship that was built up during many years of collaboration and it was a pleasure to welcoming the 

Singaporean delegation in June 2015 during their stay in Switzerland. Our stay in Singapore was a unique 

and amazing experience. Not only did we make many new friends, but we were also able to embrace 

Singapore's culture and experience Singapore from a Singaporean perspective. 

 

Thank you very much. 
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Programme 
 
 
Day 1 - Arrival in Singapore 

- Singapore City Gallery 

- Institute of Technical Education (ITE) 

- Welcome Dinner at ITE College West French Restaurant 

 

Day 2 - Gardens by the Bay 

- Little India 

- Night Safari 

 

Day 3 - Dancing with the elderly (GAHA KPop) 

- Hike through Singapore 

 

Day 4 - Home Visits 

 

Day 5 - Singapore Airport Terminal Services (SATS) 

- Marina Barrage 

- Chinatown 

 

Day 6 - SUTD 

- Maritime Port Authorities of Singapore 

 

Day 7 - Nanyang Polytechnik 

- National University of Singapore 

 

Day 8 - LGT 

- Swiss Embassy 

 

Day 9 - Sentosa Island 

- Farewell Dinner 

 

Day 10 - Goodbye 
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Day 1: Arrival in Singapore 

 

For the Swiss delegation the trip to Singapore started at the check in of Singapore Airlines at Zürich airport 

on Thursday morning. It was a very good atmosphere from the beginning on and it felt like everyone knows 

each other since years. However, after a couple coffees and juices we were finally sitting on our seats at 

the Airbus A380.  

 

It seemed like the 12 hour flight was not long enough to talk, read and watch all the good movies from the 

onboard library. One thing we will never forget is the very committed flight attendant who fulfilled us every 

wish we had! We even left the aircraft with a huge bag of soup, cookies, chocolate drinks and many trip 

advices for the upcoming 10 days.  

 

One day later we safely landed at Singapore Airport and got a lovely welcome from our friend Phylicia who 

guided us to our Hotel. After a short break at the hotel we got 

picked up for lunch at a typically food court where our local guides 

offered us many different kind of food and fruits to try. We figured 

out pretty quickly that not all the food and fruits fit to Swiss 

expectations. However, during the following visit at the city gallery 

of Singapore we had time to digest our first meal. 

 

Afterward we went for a visit at the ITE College in the West of Singapore. On our tour through the campus 

we got a nice impression of how college students get prepared for business. The tour ended with the 

welcome dinner with the NYAA board council and Prof. Leo Tan at a campus restaurant which was run by 

students. The food and service was excellent and everyone enjoyed the evening after a long day! 

 

 

Day 2: Gardens by the Bay 

 

After an early breakfast, the Swiss delegation departed for the Gardens by the Bay. The bus took us across 

the city as learned about the ERP system Singapore uses to combat traffic problems. As we left the bus, 

we noticed the two huge halls. Looking impressive from the outside, the inside is even more impressive. 

The first hall is filled with a collection of colder climate plants typically found in more western countries. As 

we moved on to the second hall, the group was deeply impressed with the largest indoor waterfall in the 

world. Different stairs and lifts slowly took us to the top of the artificial mountain in the middle of the hall.  

 

In the afternoon, we departed for Little India where we got to eat typical Indian food. Our Singaporean friends 

showed us different meals. The group loved the Indian dessert – the pratha. It reminded us of our pancakes 

and was definitely and experience to remember.  
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After quickly freshening up at the Hotel, we departed for the night safari where we got to enjoy the Zoo from 

a new side. Sitting in wagons, we were driven through the Zoo and got to enjoy the sights of some of the 

most majestic creatures in the world. 

 

 

Day 3: Sports 

 

For Day 3 the theme of the day was SPORTS. At 8.30am we departed for the GAHA KPop X Fitness 

programme with the elderly. First there were some warm up exercises and then we had eight different KPop 

moves to learn and dance. We all had a great time at the fitness programme as well as at the playing time 

afterwards with the elderly. The game “know the place” won Group 1 (some of the Swiss delegates and 

Singaporean delegates as well as some of the elderly) and the game “know the song” won Group 2. 

Afterwards we enjoyed a great traditional meal (Chinese and Malay with a Jelly desert) and had the 

opportunity to talk and exchange with the elderly and the GAHA participants.  

 

In the afternoon we climbed up the 11km walkway to Mount 

Faber. On our way to Mount Faber we discovered a garden 

show and the Henderson Waves Bridge where we made a photo 

and snack stop. The Henderson Waves Bridge was an 

impressive stopover in the middle of the jungle with a view to 

sky scrapers. The view on Mount Faber was amazing and the 

walk to get up there worthwhile. 

 

After the hiking journey under the uncommon hiking conditions for the Swiss delegates (30°Celsius and very 

humid air) we all were exhausted. The shopping mall at the bottom of Mount Faber was a perfect place to 

cool down and have our dinner. We went to a food corner where all of us tried new dishes and desserts, 

especially the sesame balls. 

 

In the evening we visited the Orchard road which was closed for cars and opened for pedestrians. Even 

after this sporty day the most of us were not too tired and we went to the One Altitude roof top bar in the 

financial district, Jeanette, Shawn and Jun Wei joined us. The extraordinary view and cool atmosphere were 

a perfect end of an adventurous day. 
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Day 4: Home Visit 

 

Day four started quite late. In the morning we went to Bugis Street for some shopping. The shops and their 

range of products were similar to an Italian market. Most of us were looking for souvenirs for our families 

and friends. While browsing through crowded alleys and different shops we discovered a lot of interesting  

things. As those shops were outside and the weather conditions were quite hot and humid as usual, the 

boys decided to visit the nearby shopping mall. 

 

For lunch we went to a Singaporean's home. After a warm welcome we explored the different rooms and 

got an impression on what it means to live in Singapore. Then we were invited to join them for a delicious 

buffet. We enjoyed a relaxed lunch break with good conversations, they explained us how living works in 

Singapore, that it is usual to buy a flat rather than rent it, that people usually live with their families till they 

get married.  

 

As we had to leave the flat we took the MRT and went for some more shopping in another shopping mall. 

We decided to split up in different groups. While some of us straight went to the food court the others 

explored all the new shops. We all had to learn, that the sizes and shapes from clothes in Asia are not the 

same as in Europe. Generally we found out that fashion in Asia is slightly different compared to what we 

are used to. Of course the well-known chains are the same but Asian brands have another style. We gave 

it a try, but for most of us Asian fashion is too special.  

 

We all were quite nervous for the next point on our program, as we were about to meet Singapore's 

education minister Mr Heng Swee Keat. First we visited a Malay festival where he hold a speech. They 

celebrated their fashion, their language, their whole culture. It was something new for us, because our taste 

of music or fashion is probably not the same. The minister spent about five minutes with us. For a minute 

we felt like celebrities. Flashing lights from different cameras. Everyone smiled as much as he could. 

Unfortunately we did not have a chance to ask him many questions. Andrea gave him our present from 

Switzerland, the Swiss cow belt and as suddenly he appeared, as fast he disappeared.  

 

The Malay festival once showed again, how different cultures live together next to each other in Singapore. 

They respect each other and celebrate together. 
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Day 5: SATS 

 

On the 5th day, we had quite a busy but interesting program. After having breakfast we drove directly to the 

airport “Changi” by bus. Of course not to fly back but we had a meeting at 9 o’clock for having an insight 

into “SATS”. There we had the chance to visit the kitchen in order to see how meals are prepared for the 

Singapore Airlines. First of all we had to go through a security 

check and cover our clothes with white overalls, head covers, 

overcoats for the shoes and masks so that we fulfilled the hygienic 

standards. Nathalie, the instructor, brought us to the different parts 

of an airport kitchen - such as the cold kitchen, the hot kitchen, the 

dessert part and the cutlery preparation.  

 

Did you know that they prepare around 60’000 menus per day during high season? Moreover, they have 

about 30 different carrot cuts and every month another menu, which is first tested in a plane simulator. At 

the end of our tour, we could enjoy a delicious lunch, which usually is served for the business class in the 

plane! Not to forget that we learned during the lunch break how to play the game “Saboteur” that is well 

known in Singapore. 

 

After lunch we were heading off to visit the “Marina Barrage” where we had an interesting briefing on 

Singapore’s water situation, the development and the functions of the dam system. At the end of our tour 

we took a lot of pictures at the top viewpoint.  

 

The next step was the departure to China Town. In China Town, we could see everywhere those colorful 

lampions in the streets. There we visited two temples, the Chinese temple and the Indian temple. We could 

only enter if we fulfilled the demanded dress code but it was worth it and very impressive to see the inside 

of such a temple from a different religion. Afterwards, we had about 

1.5h free time to discover the Chinese market with its typical 

products and souvenirs. Because we did a lot of shopping, we got 

really hungry and, therefore we made a dinner stop in the food street 

in China Town. The students brought us several Chinese dishes 

and we could discover all the different types of food. 

 

Last but not least we enjoyed a program, choses by the Singapore’s 

youth. We walked around Singapore city, the business district and 

next to the river to enjoy the atmosphere. Furthermore, we refreshed 

ourselves in the beautiful 5 star hotel “The Fullerton Hotel” and could 

see a part of the F1 route before going back to our hotel. Good night! 
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Day 6: SUTD 

 

The sixth day started with a voluntary breakfast. Not all of us joined the meal – some preferred a longer 

sleep. At 9 am we met us at the hotel lobby with Phylicia, Melvin and Jason. They had accompanied us for 

the whole day.  

 

Our little bus forwarded us to the Singapore University of Technology and Design (SUTD). This modern and 

young university has established in 2012. The SUTD was very interesting for Michael and Simon because 

the university offers a bachelors program in engineering, as they study in Switzerland. At first, we got some 

general information about the SUTD, for example their offered fields of 

studies or the composition of a study. The chaperon from the SUTD 

exhibited us some accommodations. We saw different machines like 

3D-printers or cut-machines with water-jet and visited the library. 

Before we had left SUDT, we got the chance to explore the university 

by ourselves. We inspected their own little soccer stadium, fitness 

center, swimming area, tennis courts on the roof and the hall of 

residence. 

 

At midday, we left SUTD and set out to the Singapore Flyer. There we did not board into a gondola but we 

took lunch near to the flyer at an Asian food court. We enjoyed some meals and tasted a special desert from 

Singapore (similar to ice cream). Next to the food court, we had the pleasure to watch how some workers 

built up the Formula 1 racetrack.  

 

Starched with new energy we forwarded to Maritime Port Authorities of Singapore by our bus. We arrived 

too early at the port therefore we visited an old steamboat. The boat had been converting into an oversea 

restaurant and is not anymore in use for seafaring. At 2 pm the guided tour started through the exhibition at 

Maritime Port. The museum was very informative and had detailed models inside. Sandra and Mario showed 

a huge amount of interest and asked several questions. 

 

After visiting Maritime Port Authorities of Singapore, we returned to our hotel to relax. Some of us took to 

one’s bed others enjoyed a short stay in the hotel pool until we took off for dinner. The underground railway 

from Singapore, named MRT, transported us to the financial district of Singapore. In the middle of the district 

is the food court “Lau Pa Sat”, where we took our dinner. In the past, there was a Chinese market located 

to the infrastructure of “Lau Pa Sat”.  

 

Finally we walked along the Singapore River and marveled the 

famous Merlion inside the river. At 9.30 started the laser-and-light 

show from the Marina Bay Sands Hotel, which we enjoyed from the 

riverbank. The show and the view to the skyscraper was amazing 

and so ended our sixth day in Singapore. 
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Day 7: Singapore Education 

 

Today’s theme was about the Singapore education system. We visited the Singapore Polytechnic and the 

National University of Singapore (NUS). The education system in Singapore is based on the English 

education system. 

 

At the Nanyang Polytechnic we were given a presentation on what the 

benefits of the polytechnic are and on their aims. After this short 

introduction, we were given a tour through the campus facilities and the 

practically based lectures. The campus covers 38 hectares where 

approximately 16’000 students study. The polytechnic could be 

compared to a gymnasium with the exception that the courses are far 

more specific into a certain subject. E.g. Engineering – Robots - 

Automechanics – Multimedia. 

 

After lunch in the cafeteria of polytechnic, we visited the National University of Singapore. Founded in 1905, 

it is the oldest higher learning institute in Singapore, as well as the 

largest university in the country in terms of student enrolment and 

curriculum offered. The huge area of the campus covers over 1.83 

km^2 and hosts approximately 28’000 students. Integrated on campus 

is the National history museum. We visited this and learned more about 

the city's history. In the evening we enjoyed the show on the super trees 

which was amazing. 

 

 

Day 8: LGT and Embassy 

 

The eighth day of our stunning stay in Singapore started with a visit of LGT Bank (Singapore) Ltd. in the 

city’s business district. After a warm welcome by Roman Spirig - a participant of the Switzerland-Singapore 

Student Exchange programme in 2011 - we were introduced to the bank’s private banking operations during 

an informative presentation. We got to know that LGT Bank has served their Asian clients from Hong Kong 

and Singapore for almost 30 years now. This enables them to provide ideal tailored private banking solutions 

to both private and institutional clients. Then, in a Q&A session with Dominique Joye (CEO) and Rolf Gerber 

(chairman) we talked about banking and cultural aspects of doing business in Singapore.  

 

Thereafter we headed to “Lau Pa Sat”, a food court in downtown with scrumptious local dishes. Then, by 

bus ride along the famous Marina Bay Sands Hotel and the Fullerton Hotel, we went to the Swiss Club. 

Contrary to the name the club is not only for Swiss but for everybody. It is a 174’000 square meters parcel 

of land with many important institutions including the British Club, the Institute of Engineers, the German,  
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the Dutch, the Korean and the Swiss Schools. Furthermore the Embassy of Switzerland is located there. In 

the afternoon we visited the latter two institutions from this list.  

 

Members of the club are offered a wide range of sports and family activities. On a courtesy call on H.E. 

Thomas Kupfen, Swiss Ambassador we learned a lot about the Swiss in Singapore. According to Mr Kupfen 

more than 3’500 Swiss people live in Singapore. In addition to that there are 300 Swiss companies and 

counting which do business in this city state. The Swiss embassy supports these people and institutions 

with visas and passports for example. Moreover, Liechtenstein citizens can address themselves to the Swiss 

embassy in Singapore. 

 

Afterwards, on our visit of the Swiss School in Singapore we met Mr Sacha Dähler, Principal of the Swiss 

School. He introduced us to their private schoolhouse and teaching system. It is designed for children and 

youth until eleventh grade following the school plan of the Swiss canton of Zug. Particularly, all the pupils 

have German, English and French classes additional to their general education. Then, we also made a tour 

on the site of the Swiss Club with Mr Dähler.  

 

Then, we set of for dinner at Marina Square, a huge shopping mall with several restaurants. Thereafter we 

went on top of the Marina Bay Sands Hotel to relax. We ended our busy day with nice music and a few 

drinks before we headed back to hotel. There we received sashimi (prepared raw fish) and otak-otak (fish-

paste roasted in banana-leaves) from our Singaporean friends.  

 

From that day on we know how Swiss expats live in Singapore and we also learned a lot about the banking 

industry in Singapore, particularly private banking. 

 

 

Day 9: Sentosa Island 

 

It was not only a special day for us, as it was the last organized day before departing back to Switzerland, 

but it was also one for the Singaporeans. On this day the general elections of the Parliament took place. 

Therefore we started the day a little bit later as usual, so that our hosts had the possibility to vote. After 

having breakfast we departed at around 10 am to Sentosa Island. Sentosa Island is located in the south-

west of Singapore and is the island of fun. On the island itself not only beaches can be found, but also 

attractions like the Universal Studios, the S.E.A. Aquarium and many more. 

 

When we arrived with our bus on the island Jun Wei guided us straightway to the beach Siloso. In this 

beautiful location with white sand, palm trees and the clear blue sea it was our time to relax. Some of us 

decided to enjoy swimming in the sea, some took the chance of having a good chat and others played some 

games.  
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Though lying at the beach under the palm trees was kind of fantastic, 

we still had a full programme ahead. Lunchtime arrived and we enjoyed 

our meals in a Malaysian Food Court near S.E.A Aquarium our next stop 

for the afternoon. At the S.E.A. Aquarium we had the chance to enjoy 

the underwater world. With many impressions of different creatures of 

the sea in our minds we made our way back to the hotel to freshen up 

for the Farewell Dinner in the evening. 

 

The Farewell Dinner took place in a fantastic setting, as it was held on 

a boat that drove us through the Singapore River. In this amazing 

location we had the chance to chat with our hosts and enjoyed the 

fantastic views of the Merlion, the Marina Bay Sands as well as the 

Supertrees from a different perspective. After the delicious dinner we 

handed our presents to our hosts. Nevertheless each and every one 

from the Swiss delegation received a certificate handed from Mr James 

Soh on behalf of the National Youth Achievement Award Council (NYAA). 

 

As we arrived back at the starting point of our Farewell Dinner we enjoyed the ongoing night with our hosts 

and promised to keep in touch.  

 

 

Day 10: Goodbye 

 

The last day of the bi-lateral youth exchange programme between Switzerland – Singapore in 2015 started 

after a long final night at the city. Everyone checked out of the hotel with packed suitcases at around 10 am 

before the group splitted for individual shopping tours to buy the last presents for family and friends.  

 

Our Singaporean friends fulfilled every wish we had and guided us safely and straight to all locations we 

wanted to see again. The day was full of emotions we couldn’t believe the 10 days are already over. At the 

airport last pictures got taken before the Swiss delegation went through the security check. We were all 

overwhelmed when we saw how many friends made the way to the airport to say: “See you again my friend!” 


